1. We take as our prototype of a result on boundary distortion the well known Lowner's Lemma which states:
Let <p(z) be a function regular for \z\ <1 such that <£(0)=0, |0(z)| <1 for |z| <1 and that <p(z) assumes continuously values of modulus 1 on an arc A of \z\ =1. Then the image of A has length at least equal to that of A. Equality of these lengths occurs only for <f>(z) =eiez, 6 real.
Extensions of this result and similar results have been treated by various authors. Among these let us mention especially Paatero, Unkelbach and Komatu. However many possibilities of extending this result do not appear to have been recognized. These occur especially when we restrict ourselves to the case of univalent functions. For example, there then exists a direct extension of Lowner's Lemma to domains of finite connectivity greater than one.
Our method of treating these results is in all cases what may be called the method of the extremal metric. It is essentially the method used to such advantage
by Grotzsch, however we use the more convenient formulation due to Ahlfors and Beurling. Further in some cases it is necessary to combine this method with the method of symmetrization as we have done in earlier works [5; 6; 7; 9].
We shall have to deal with various module problems and in order to avoid repetition we state here the general conditions which we impose. These are to be understood tacitly in each particular case. In each case we deal with a domain D of finite connectivity lying, say, in the w-plane (w = u+iv). On each boundary component of D there is a natural cyclic order among the prime ends, thus we may speak of an arc on a boundary component. With D will be associated certain classes of curves. These may be Jordan curves or open arcs on D tending to a prime end on the boundary of D at either extremity. In any case we will assume them to be locally rectifiable, i.e., every closed subarc on them is rectifiable. By use of local uniformizing parameters this definition extends also to Riemann surfaces. On D we consider the class of functions p(u, v) which are non-negative real valued functions of integrable square over D and subject to certain auxiliary conditions of the following sort. For each curve in the various given classes the integral /p|c/w| is to exist and satisfy certain subsidiary conditions in the form of possessing lower Theorem 1. If f(z)dF(A) maps A onto an arc on \w\ =1 of length I then / = 20, equality occurring only if f(z) =e~'xfi(z), x real.
We note first of all that the metric |df | =K\w(w -ei,)(w -e~ie)\~ll2\dw\ is for a suitable constant K>0 the extremal metric in the following module problem in the domain/i(D), i.e., the image of D under/i. We have one class of curves, T.'consisting of those open arcs infi(D) running from ax back to ax and separating w = 0 from the complement of ai on | w\ =1. The subsidiary condition is that fyp\dw\ ^1 for yCT. Suppose that we had 1^29. Then for suitable real x the image of A on \w\ =1 by e'xf(z) would be contained in the arc «i. Also the image of a curve in T by the function <p(w) =eixf(fr1(w)) would have length at least one in the metric | d{\. Thus the metric K\<j>'(w)\ •\<p(w)((p(w) -eie)(<p(w) -e~ie)\~ll2\dw\ in /i(7>) would be admissible in the above module problem. Since the area of the image of D under eixf in the metric | cff | is at most equal to that olfi(D) in this metric the metric K\ <f>'(w) \ ■\<p(w)(<j>(w) -eie)(<f>(w) -e~i$)\~ll2\dw\ would be extremal. A standard type of argument [3] then shows that eixf(z) =/i(z) completing the proof of Theorem 1.
Of course Lowner's Lemma says that for a simply-connected domain this result holds without the requirement of univalence on the functions involved. The statement in this case can be proved by an extension of the present method [4] but in view of the simplicity of Lowner's original proof it does not seem worth while to go into details on this.
4. Let now D be a domain of finite connectivity n, ra^l, in the z-plane with boundary components G, C2, • • • , Cn-On the boundary component Ci let there be given disjoint arcs A and 73. Let us denote by F(A, B) the class of functions/(z) regular and univalent in D, satisfying |/(z)| <1 for zCD, admitting continuous extension to A and 73 in the sense of natural boundary correspondence and carrying these arcs into arcs on \w\ =1. Letf2(z) be the function in F(A, B) under which G corresponds to \w\ =1, A to the arc a2 from e~ie to ea (in the positive sense), B to the arc ft from eiiT~S) to ei(-T+>), 0real, 0<6<ir/2, and under which the boundary components Cj,j = 2, • ■ • ,n, correspond to slits on trajectories of the quadratic differential dw2/(w -e~ie)(w -ei>)(w -ei(-T-,))(w -e«'+*>).
To prove the existence of such a function we observe as before that D can be mapped into a rectangle with sides parallel to the axes so that G goes into the perimeter, A and 73 go into the vertical sides and the boundary components C,-, 7 = 2, •■-,«, go into horizontal slits. Then a standard mapping from the rectangle to the circle \w\ <1 gives the desired function for some value of 6 in the range indicated.
Theorem
2. If f(z)CF(A, B) maps A into the arc from eiSl to e<e* (in the positive sense) on |w| =1 and B into the arc from e*9* to eie* (in the positive sense) then the cross ratio (eUl, e'"2, e'"3, eUt) is greater than or equal to cos-2 0, equality occurring if and only if f(z) =eix(f2(z)-w0)/(l -u>ifi(z)), x real, | Wo | <1.
The cross ratio here is understood to be given by (e*'1 -eiH)(eiH -ei6i)/(eiH -eiS*)(eie* -e"').
The result of this theorem is essentially well known, although apparently
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use not in the present formulation. It is a consequence of the relation of cross ratio to the module of a quadrangle whose boundary is the unit circle and a familiar result for rectangles. It is included here for completeness and we will not give any further details of the proof. In the case of a simply-connected domain the result holds without restricting the functions to be univalent and in this form it is due to Paatero [15] .
5. Next let D be a domain of connectivity w, w^2, in the z-plane with boundary components Ci, Ct, • • • , Cn. On the boundary component G let there be given an arc A. Let the complement of this arc on G be denoted by A *. Let us denote by F(A; R) the class of functions/(z) regular and univalent in D, satisfying 1 < \f(z) \ <R for zdD (1 <R), admitting a continuous extension to A in the sense of natural boundary correspondence, carrying A into an arc on \w\ =R, admitting a continuous extension to Ct in the same sense and carrying this boundary component onto the circle \w\ =1. The boundary components Cj, j = 3, • • • , n, will frequently be referred to as the residual boundary components of D.
It is well known that D can be mapped onto a subdomain D' of the circular ring 1 < [ w\ <R' (1 <R'), so that Ct corresponds to \w\ =1 and G to \w\ =R', each in the sense of natural boundary correspondence (after this, this qualifying statement will be tacitly understood).
Let 77" be the domain obtained by reflecting D' in the circle \w\ =R'. Let 35 be the union of 77', D" and the arc on | w\. = R' corresponding to A less its end points. It is a domain of connectivity 2w -1. It is well known that 35 can be mapped onto a subset 35' of the circular ring l<|a»| <R" so that |a»| =1 goes into |w| =1, \w\ = iR')2 goes into | w\ =R" and the other boundaries of 35 go into radial slits. Because of the reflectional symmetry of 35 and the essential uniqueness of the radial slit mapping the portion of 35' in l<|w| <(7?")1/2 is the conformal image of D. Thus there exists a function mapping D conformally onto a subdomain of the circular ring 1<|«/| <R0 (KRo) so that Ct corresponds to |w| =1, the arc A corresponds to |w| =R0 with its end points going into w=-R0, A* goes into the radial segment -RQ<w^-p (Kp<R0)
described twice and the residual boundary components of D go into radial slits interior to 1< | w\ <R0. Let us denote this function by f(z, R0).
Lemma 1. The class F(A; R) is empty if R>R0.
Consider the following module problem for D. We have one distinguished class r of curves consisting of open arcs on D joining A to Ct. The subsidiary condition is that /7p|cfz| ^1 for ydT. Since module problems are conformally invariant we may regard the realization of D obtained by its mapping under/(z, R0). For this image the extremal metric is (|w|log i?0)-1|dw|, as is well known, and the value of the module is 2ir/log R0. If now/EF(.4; R) maps D into a subdomain of l<|a/| <R the metric (\w\ log 7?)_1|ciw| is admissible for the same module problem taken in the corresponding image of D and thus the module is not greater than 27r/log R. Hence 27r/log R0 ^ 27r/log R and 2c ^ R0.
This proves the lemma.
Let now A(t) denote the domain obtained by slitting the circular ring l<|w[ <2?0 along the segment -R0<w^-t where Ra>t^p. Let <f>(w, t) map A(t) onto the ring 1 < | w\ <R(t)(l <R(t)) so that w= -t goes into the point w= -R(t). Then <p(f(z, 2?0), t)CF(A ;R(t)). The function R(t) is clearly strictly decreasing as / decreases from R0 to p. Let R(p)=Ri.
Then for R with 2vo>2v^2?! there is a unique function in the above set in F(A; R). Let us denote this function by/(z, R). Under the mapping w =/(z, R), R<> = R -Rl, let A correspond to the arc ct(R) on \w\ =R lor whose points Re<e, -d(R) = d^d(R),0<6(R)<ir. Lemma 2. If f(z)CF(A; R), Ro^R^Ri, maps A into an arc on \w\ =R of length I then l^2R6(R), equality occurring if and only if f(z) =e~ixf(z, R),
We regard the same module problem as in Lemma 1, considered now in the image D(R) of D by/(z, R). In it the extremal metric is given by \d{\ = (|<f>(w, R) I log 2?o)-1|<£'(w, R) | I dw\ where <J>(w, R) is the inverse mapping to <p(w, t) lor R = R(t), p^t<R0, and <f>(w, R0)=w. Suppose that we had l^2Rd(R). Then for suitable real x the image of 4 on \w\ =R under eixf(z) would be contained in the arc a(R). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we would have eixf(z) =f(z, R), proving the lemma.
Let us consider now the quadratic differential on the IF-sphere
Qg(W)dW2 = --> 0 < g < 1.
It has double poles at W=l, -1, » and simple zeros at W=g, -g except when g = 0 in which case it has a double zero at W=0. The trajectories of Qg(W)dW2 include the segment T\'.-g<W<g (which becomes void when g = 0), a trajectory Ti with both end points at W=g whose closure separates IF= 1 from the other double poles and a trajectory T3 symmetric to T2 with respect to reflection in the imaginary IF-axis. The trajectories 7\, T2, T3 plus their end points divide the IF-sphere into three circle domains [ll] 2vi, K2, Kz containing respectively W= oo, 1, -1. All trajectories in each circle domain are simple closed curves and separate the pole in that domain from the other two poles.
Let now E he any domain of finite connectivity at least equal to three and let Si, S2, S3 be three distinguished boundary components of E. In a separate paper [10] we will prove the following result: E can be mapped conformally into the IF-sphere so that S,-, i = 1, 2, 3, goes into a trajectory in K~t except that &2(S3) may go into Tt (T3) together with an arc on the closure of 7\ (which may reduce to a point) plus possible arcs on the closure of T3 (Tt) (the latter trajectory not covered by these arcs; such arcs may appear only if the image includes all of 7i), finally the remaining boundary components of E go into arcs on orthogonal trajectories of Qg(W)dW2 or into the union of several arcs on the closure of orthogonal trajectories.
Consider again the image D' of D in the circular ring 1 < | w\ <R' and 77", its reflection in | w\ =R'. Let S be the union of D', D" and the open arc on |w| =R' corresponding to A*. In the situation described in the preceding paragraph let the boundary component of S arising from A play the role of Si, the circle | w\ = 1 the role of S2, and the circle | w\ = (R')2 the role of S3.
In the canonical mapping of S associated with the quadratic differential Qg(W)dW2, as a consequence of the associated uniqueness result and the symmetry property of S, we see that the image of S will be symmetric in the imaginary IF-axis. Thus if the image of S2 includes a segment on 7\ this cannot reach to the origin. In particular, in the case g=0, S2 and S3 correspond to trajectories interior to K2 and K3 respectively. We will refer to the situation where S2 and S3 correspond to such interior trajectories for the present as the nonsingular case.
It is readily verified that as the value g, 0^g<l, converges to a value go, 0^go<l, the canonical mapping of S associated with the value g converges to the canonical mapping of S associated with the value go-Thus if the canonical domain associated with g0 belongs to the nonsingular case the same is true for values of g in a neighborhood of go relative to the segment 0^g<l and the set of values of g for which the nonsingular case obtains is an open set relative to this segment. In particular this situation holds in some interval 0^g<g' with 0<g' = l. We will now see that g'<l.
Indeed, in the contrary case, the trajectory corresponding to S2 would converge to the point W=l as g approached 1. If then the trajectory corresponding to Si were bounded from the segment -l^IF^l the metric B\ W-1| ~1|dIF|
would for a suitable constant B provide a metric admissible in the standard module problem for the class of curves joining Si and S2 in S in which the area would be arbitrarily small, contradicting the fact that this module has a finite positive value. On the other hand, if the trajectory corresponding to Si tended to the segment -1 = IF= 1, the metric B\ dW\ would for a suitable constant B provide a metric admissible in the standard module problem for the class of curves joining S2 and S3 in S in which the area would be arbitrarily small, again a contradiction. Thus g' < 1. It is readily seen that, in the canonical mapping corresponding to g', S2 and S3 go respectively into the closures of Tt and 7».
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Because of the symmetry property of @ it follows that D' and so D corresponds to the portion of the image of (S in 9tIF>0. Moreover A corresponds to the boundary arc on the image of Ei in 9tIF^0 and A* to the open segment intercepted on the imaginary axis by the image of (5. Let the doublyconnected domain bounded by these and the image of S2 be mapped conformally on the circular ring 1< | w\ <Ri(g) in the case of the mapping corresponding to the parameter value g, Q^g^g'.
Let this be done so that the combined mapping from D into the ai-plane belongs to F(A; Ri(g)) and that A goes into the arc oti(g) for whose points Ri(g)eie, -6i(g) ^8^6i(g), 0 <6i(g) <7r. Let us denote this function by ^i(z, g).
If Oi(w, g)dw2 denotes the quadratic differential in 1< | w\ <Ri(g) which has a simple zero at the image 'ir(g) lying on -Ri(g) ^w^ -1 of the point g (becoming a double boundary zero in the extreme cases) and simple poles at the points Ri(g)e±ieii'\ being positive on |w| =1 and on the arc «i(g) and negative on the arc on | w\ =Ri(g) complementary to ati(g), then the residual boundary components of D go into arcs on orthogonal trajectories of di(w, g) •dw2 or into the union of several arcs on the closure of such orthogonal trajectories.
From this we readily verify that 2?i(0)=2?i. Indeed let us map l<|w| <Ri(0) into the circular ring l<|w| <R* so that \w\ =1 goes into itself, the arc «i(0) goes into | w\ =R*, the points 2?i(0)e±*9l(0> go into w= -R* and the open arc complementary to «i(0) goes into the radial segment -R*<ŵ -p* described twice (1 <p*<R*).
Then Oi(w, 0)dw2 transforms into the quadratic differential -Bdw2/w2 for a suitable positive constant B and thus the images of the residual boundary components of D go into radial slits. Regarding the conformally equivalent problem in the image of D by ^i(z, g) we see that the extremal metric is | Oi(w, g)| 1/2|dw| where Qi(w, g)dw2 is the quadratic differential obtained by transferring the quadratic differential Q0(W)dW2 to the w-plane by the mapping given above. Then if we had l^2Rx(g)6x(g), for suitable real x the image of A on I w\ =Ri(g) under e'xf(z) would be contained in the arc ax(g). In the image of D by this function the metric | Qi(w, g)\ 1/2|dw| would be admissible for our present module problem and give a value to the area less than or equal to the module. It would thus be the extremal metric. The standard argument
[3 ] for this situation then gives e'xf(z) =\f/x(z, g) completing the proof of the lemma.
Suppose that Rx(gx) = Rx(g2) = R for gX9^g2. Then the functions ^i(z, gi), !Ai(z, gt) are identical by Lemma 3. Since also 0i(gi) = 0i(g2) while the differentials Qi(w, gi)dw2 and £xx(w, g2)dw2 are not identical, ?r(gi) and 7r(g2) must be different. If w>2 two orthogonal trajectories of these respective differentials must have a common arc. It is then readily verified that this situation can occur only if the images of the residual boundary components of D all lie on the real axis in the w-plane. Further they must lie to the right of ir(gx) and ir(g2). Let the portion of -7? = w<-1 to the left of such boundary points be -R^w<-k where k ^ 1 and k = 1 if and only if w = 2 or all images of residual boundary components of D lie on 1 <w<R. For any point t on -R^ r ^-k we can form a quadratic differential £x'(w, r)dw2 with a simple zero at t, simple poles at Re±iSl(-gl), and whose sign on the boundary is the same as for £li(w, gi)dw2. By the uniqueness of canonical mappings corresponding to the parameter value g such a quadratic differential must coincide with Oi(w, g)dw2 for some value g and since, for distinct values of g having Ri(g) =R, the points 7r(g) are distinct, the values r on -JbS r ^ -k are in (1, 1) ordered correspondence with the values g on an interval 0 ^g Sg" where g" ^g', equality occurring if and only if k = l.
In this case i?i(g)=i?x for OiSgiSg", this interval containing gx and g2. This situation occurs if and only if D admits an anticonformal mapping leaving invariant each boundary component as a whole and interchanging the end points of A. If then g"<g ' we cannot have Ri(gx) = Ri(gt) for gi 7*gi , gi or gi in the interval g"<g^g'. If the above symmetry does not obtain we do not have 2?i(gi) =Ri(g2) for any distinct gi, gi in O^g^g'.
In either case, by Lemmas 2 and 3, 2?i(g) for O^g^g' cannot lie in the interval 2?o = 2?>2?i. Since 2?i(g) varies continuously with g and 2?i(0)=2?i, the value 2?i(g) decreases monotonically from Rx to a value 2?2, Ri^Ri, as g varies from 0 to g'. This monotonicity is strict and Ri>Ri apart from the exceptional cases indicated above. To every value R in the interval Ri^R^Ri there is a value g in O^ggg' such that Ri(g)=R. If 2?i(gi) = 2?i(g2) then lAi(2> gi) =lMs, £2). Thus we may denote the corresponding function ^i(z, g) by/(z, R) and also 0i(g) by 8(R), cti(g) by a(R) for these same values of R.
Then we have This corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and the definitions involved.
Next let us take a two-sheeted covering of D branched about G and C2. This can be mapped conformally on a plane domain 7>i of connectivity 2n -2. Let its boundary components arising from G and C2 be denoted by 23i and B2. On 23i there are four distinguished boundary elements Pi, P2, P3, P4 in natural cyclic order arising from the end points of A. Let the sides PiPi, P3P4 be those arising from A. In the paper [10] mentioned previously we shall prove a result which implies the following: 7>i can be mapped on a subdomain D2 of the rectangle in the Z-plane
where the ratio L'.M is fixed by the conformal structure of 7>i, 73i goes into the perimeter of the rectangle with Pi, P2, P3, Pt corresponding to L-iM, L+iM, -L+iM, -L-iM respectively, Bi goes into a rectangle with sides parallel to the real and imaginary Z-axes, the lengths of these sides having a preassigned ratio r, O^r^ 00, and the remaining boundary components of Di go into slits parallel to the real axis. If r =0, 732 goes into a vertical slit, if r = 00 , it goes into a horizontal slit.
Di has a symmetry property corresponding to the double covering in the z-plane and the corresponding property of D2 is symmetry with respect to the origin Z = 0. In particular the image of 732 is a rectangle (possibly degenerate) with vertices l-im, l+im, -l+im, -I-im, O^KL, 0^m<M.
Consequently if we take the portion of Z>2 in 9tZ ^ 0 and identify points on 9iZ = 0 symmetric with respect to the real axis we obtain a conformal object conformally equivalent to D. From the domain bounded by the two rectangles above we similarly obtain a doubly-connected conformal object in which the preceding one is imbedded. Mapping this on a circular ring 1 <\w\ <R2(r) (1 <R2(r)) we obtain for each r, Ogr _" oo, a mapping \p2(z, r) of D into such a ring, taking this mapping to lie in F(A ; R2(r)) and to be normalized so that A goes into an arc a2(r) for whose points R2(r)eie, -62(r) =0 = 02(r), O<02(r) <ir.
If we denote by Ot(w, r)dw2 the quadratic differential in 1 < | w\ <Rt(r) obtained by transfer under the above mapping of the quadratic differential -dZ2, this will have simple poles at the points Rt(r)e±illir) and simple zeros at the points e±<9*s(r>, 0^0*(r) ^w, the latter coinciding to give a double zero at w=-1 when r = 0 and at w = l when r= oo. The quadratic differential Q2(w, r)dw2 is positive on the image of A and on the arc on \w\ = 1 for whose points e<e, -6*(r)<d<6*(r), negative on the complementary arcs on \w\ = Rt(r), \w\ =1. Finally the remaining boundary components of D go into arcs on orthogonal trajectories of >0.2(w, r)dw2. The quantities L, I are the dimensions of the rectangles occurring in the above canonical mapping corresponding to the parameter value r. In the realization of D as a domain with identifications in the Z-plane the extremal metric is clearly the Euclidean metric. Thus in the image of D by \p2(z, r) the extremal metric is | £x2(w, r) \ 1/2| dw\.
Then if we had l^2R2(r)62(r), for suitable real x the image of A on | w\ =R2(r) under eixf(z) would be contained in the arc a2(r). In the image of D by this function the metric | 0.2(w, r)\ 1/2\dw\ would be admissible for the module problem and give a value to the area less than or equal to the module. It would thus be the extremal metric. As before it then follows that eixf(z) =\pt(z, r) and the lemma is proved.
It is readily verified that as the value r, 0 = r= °°, converges to a value r0 in this range the canonical mapping of 7>i, with say L fixed, associated with the value r converges to the canonical mapping of Di associated with the value r0. In particular R2(r) varies continuously with r. Suppose now that R2(rx) =R2(r2) =R for ri^r2. Then the functions \p2(z, rx), \p2(z, r2) are identical by Lemma 4. On the other hand the quadratic differentials £it(w, rx)dw2, £l2(w, rt)dw2 are not identical. Since 02(n) =02(r2) by Lemma 4 we must have 0*(ri)^^(r2).
If w>2, two orthogonal trajectories of these respective differ-entials must have a common arc. It is readily verified that this can occur only if the images of the residual boundary components of D lie on the segment 1 <w<R in the w-plane.
In this case we form for 0^0^ir the quadratic differential £x"(w, 6)dw2 with simple poles at Re±iet<-ri) and simple zeros at e±ie (the latter coinciding in a double zero if 0 = 0 or w) and exhibiting the same boundary behavior as Q2(w, r)dw2. Take on a two-sheeted covering of 1< | w\ <R branched about |w| =1 and \w\ =R the function (0"(w, e)y2dw.
For suitable choice of the constant of integration the composition of this witĥ (z, ri) provides a canonical mapping of 7>i corresponding to some ratio r(0) and r(6) runs from 0 to 00 as 0 runs from ir to 0. By the uniqueness property of this canonical mapping we must have \pi(z, r) =^2(z, ri) for all r, O^r^ 00. Thus Ri(r)=R for Ogr^ 00. It n = 2 this situation automatically occurs.
A similar argument applied to the quadratic differential >&i(w, g')dw2 shows that 2?2(0) =2?2. In any case by Lemmas 3 and 4, 2?2(r) cannot lie in the range R>Ri. Thus either R2(r)=R2 when we set R3 = Ri or 2?2(r) decreases strictly monotonically from 2?2 to a value 2?3, Ri>R3, as r increases from 0 to 00. In either case there is to each value R with R2 ^ R ^ R3 a value r such that R2(r)=R. If R2(r)=R2 then }ps(z, r)=f(z, R2). Thus for every R with As a consequence of the symmetry of S' under reflection in \w\ =R' and the uniqueness result for this canonical mapping the image of S' will be symmetric in the imaginary axis. Thus if the image of S2' (S3') includes a segment on Ti this cannot reach to the origin. As before we refer to the situation where S2' and S3' correspond to trajectories interior to K2 and K3 as the nonsingular case. It occurs in particular if g=0.
It is readily shown that there is a value g*, 0<g*<l, such that for the canonical mappings of S' corresponding to g with 0^g<g* the nonsingular case occurs while for g = g* the images of S2' and S3' are the closures of T2 and T3. Because of the symmetry property of S' it follows that D is conformally equivalent to the portion of the image of S' in $iW>0. Regarding the conformally equivalent problem in the image of D by yp3(z, g) we see that the extremal metric is | Q3(w, g)|1/2|Jw|.
Then if we had Z^22?3(g)03(g), for suitable real x. the image of A on |w| = R3(g) under eixf(z) would be contained in the arc a3(g). In the image of D by this function the metric | 03(w, g)|1/2|dw| would be admissible for the module problem and give a value to the area less than or equal to the module. It would thus be the extremal metric. Again the standard argument gives eixf(z) =\p3(z, g), completing the proof.
It follows as before that R3(g) varies continuously with g and that R3(g*) = R3. Equality of R3(g) for distinct values of g occurs at most if R3(g) is constant on an interval g**^g^g* with g**^0. If n = 2, g** = 0 and in this case only. If g**>0 the residual boundary components of D go into segments on the interval 1 <w<R3 to the right of 7r'(g**). In these cases \p3(z, g) is the same for all g in the above interval. In any case R3(g) decreases monotonically from R3 to a value 2?4 as g decreases from g* to 0. The equality 2?3 = 2?4 occurs if and only if n = 2. To every value R in the interval R3 = R = Ri there is a value g in O^ggg* such that R3(g)=R.
The unique corresponding function ip3(z, g) is denoted by/(z, R), d3(g) by d(R), a3(g) by a(R). Then we have as before
Corollary 3. If f(z)CF(A; R), R3^R^Rit maps A onto an arc on I w\ =R of length I then l^2R0(R) equality occurring if and only if f(z) =e~ix ■f(z, R), X real.
The final class of extremal mappings to be treated have considerable resemblance to those occurring for Ri^R^R3 and we will again omit some details. We return to the domain @ and use the canonical mapping [10] of (£ which has the following properties: |w| =1 goes into |f| =1, \w\ =(R')2 goes into | f | =R, the boundary component arising from A goes into a Jordan curve composed of two circular arcs (centre the origin) and two radial segments (a "logarithmic rectangle") such that the ratio of the logarithmic length of the circular arcs to that of the radial segments has a prescribed value s, 0 ^ 5 2s °°, and the remaining boundary components of @ go into circular arcs with centre the origin.
As a consequence of the symmetry of ( § in the circle |w| =R' the image will be symmetric in the circle |f[ =R112 and the portion of the image in |fI <R112 will be conformally equivalent to D. The above logarithmic rectangle will also be symmetric in this circle and its portion in j |" | ;S2?1/2 will correspond to A. The open arc on | f | = R1'2 outside the logarithmic rectangle will correspond to A*. Let the doubly-connected domain bounded by |f | =1 and the union of these arcs be mapped conformally on the circular ring 1< | w\ <Ri(s) so that the combined mapping from D to the w-plane belongs to F(A; i?4(s)) ar>d so that A goes into the arc a4(s) for whose points Ri(s)eie, -Otis) =0^04W, O<04(5) <7t. We will denote this function by \pA(z, s).
If £tt(w,s)dw2 denotes the quadratic differential inl< | w\ <Rt(s) obtained by transfer under the mapping from the f-plane to this domain of the quadratic differential -df2/f2, this will have for 55^ <x> simple poles at the points Ri(s)e±ieiM and for s^O, 00 simple zeros at the points Ri(s)e±ie*M with O<0*(s) <6t(s); when 5 = 0 the zeros coincide to give a double zero at Ri(s) and when 5= 00 the zeros and poles cancel each other to give just the differential -dw2/w2. Further this quadratic differential is positive on \w\ =1 and on the arcs of \w\ =Rt(s) where -04*(s) <0<04*(s) and 04(s) <0<2tt-04(s) and negative on the other arcs for s 9^ 00. The residual boundary components of D go into arcs on trajectories of Q4(w, s)dw2. Regarding the conformally equivalent problem in the image of D by ^4(z, s) we see that the extremal metric is | Q4(w, 5)|1/2|a'w|. Then if we had Z = 2i?4(5)04(5), for suitable real x, the image of A on | w\ =Ri(s) under eixf(z) would be contained in the arc at(s). In the image of D by this function the metric | Q4(w, 5)| 1/2[cfe| would be admissible for the module problem and give a value to the area less than or equal to the module. It would thus be the extremal metric. As before the standard argument gives e'xf(z) =^4(z, s) completing the proof for 55^ 00. For 5 = 00 the mapping \pi(z, 00) is seen at once to be the standard canonical mapping of D on a circular slit domain. In this case the class F(A ; i?4( 00)) contains only the functions e~ix\pt(z, s). The only part of this statement which may deserve further comment is that 7"(.4; R) is empty for R<R&. This is an immediate consequence of the well known minimal property of the circular slit mapping. Otherwise Theorem 3 follows from Lemmas 1, 2 and Corollaries 1, 2, 3, 4.
Earlier results in this direction were obtained by Komatu [14] who gave in the case n = 2 the extremal mappings for cases in which the class F(A ; R) was not empty but did not determine the range of values of R for which the latter condition held. 6 . The results of the preceding section admit an immediate extension to the case where we replace the circle \w\ =1 as inner boundary of the image domain by the boundary of an arbitrary circularly symmetric continuum with connected complement.
As a normalization we assume that this continuum contains the point w = l and lies in |w| ^1. Its characteristic property is then that its intersection with any circle \w\ =R, 0<R^1, is either void, the entire circle, or an arc on the circle meeting the positive real axis and symmetric with respect to it. Let 27 denote the boundary of the continuum. As before D will be a domain of connectivity n, «S?2, in the z-plane with boundary components Ci, C2, • • • , C" and on G is given an arc A. We denote by FX(A; R) the class of functions regular and univalent in D, mapping D onto a subdomain of the doubly-connected domain 7>(77, R) bounded by 27 and \w\ =R, carrying A into an arc on \w\ =R and C2 into 27.
As R takes all values greater than one the module of D(H, R) (for the class of curves separating its boundary components) takes each positive value once and only once. Thus 7>(77, R) is conformally equivalent to just one circular ring l<|w| <h(R) with h(R) a strictly increasing function of R. Let t£>(w) denote the function mapping l<|w| <h(R) conformally onto [March D(77, R) so that | w\ =1 goes into 77 and points on the positive real axis in 1< | w\ <h(R) go into such points in 77(77, R). We shall suppose that 77 is not |w| =1 since this case has already been treated in §5. For fixed 8, 0<8<ir, let a(B, cp, R), 0=<p<2ir, denote the arc on |w| = h(R) whose points are given by h(R)ei9, <p-/3^0=cp+p\ Let a*(B, <p, R) be the image of a(B, <p, R) under § and let l(8, <p, R) be its length. We now prove Lemma 7. 1(8,$, R)>l(B, 0, i?),<p^0.
Indeed, cutting l<|w| <h(R) along the radial segment on which 0=cp, we obtain a simply-connected domain. This becomes a quadrangle if we take as one pair of opposite sides the two halves of a(B, cp, R) into which the latter is divided by the ray 0=cp. The module M(B, R) of this quadrangle for the class of curves joining this pair of opposite sides is independent of the value of cp. Suppose we had 1(8, <p, R) =7(j3, 0, R) for some <p^0. Let Q(B, <p, R) be the quadrangle which is the image under £> of the quadrangle corresponding to the value cp.
Comparing the present situation with that of [8, §3 ] we see that Q(8, <p, R) lies inside |w| =R rather than outside which evidently is inessential. However this quadrangle has boundary points on |w| =i? other than those on the pair of opposite sides in question. Thus we must use a different definition of symmetrization than that given at the place indicated. This we do by taking the reflection of the quadrangle in |w| =R, the union of this with the quadrangle and the pair of opposite sides (without their end points) on |w| = R, symmetrizing the doubly-connected domain so obtained in the standard manner and taking the portion of the symmetrized domain inside \w\ =Ras the symmetrization of the quadrangle, the pair of opposite sides of the latter on |w| =R being the intersections of the symmetrized doubly-connected domain with \w\ =R. The function f(z, R3) maps D onto the circular ring 1 < | w\ <R3 with G going into |w\ =R3, C2 going into \w\ =1, and the residual boundaries going into slits on trajectories of a quadratic differential with simple poles at R3e±it{R*>, with a double zero at w = l, positive on \w\ =1 and the arc for whose points R3eie, 0(R3) <0<2x-0(2?3), negative on the arc for whose points R3eie, -0(R3) <0<0(R3). For any value R>R3, the ring l<|w| <R3 can be mapped conformally on the ring l<|w| <R slit along the segment 1 <ŵ k(R), where k(R) is greater than one and is a strictly increasing function of R. Let the function performing this mapping so that \w\ = 7?3 goes into I w\ =R and points on the positive real axis go into such points be denoted by \(w, R). Let \(R3eiHB3\ R) = 2?e<*CiJ). Let the arc on | w\ =R for whose points This result does not appear to be known even in the simple case w = 2. In this case of course 7?3 = 7?5.
The results of this section admit an extension to functions mapping D into a domain like 77(77, 7?) of §6 rather than into a circular ring in the same way as the results of §5 were extended in §6. Since this offers no novel considerations we will not give the explicit statements here. 8. In extremal problems the condition that a boundary component go into a circle is very similar to the condition that a distinguished interior point should go into a certain point with the distortion of the mapping having a given value there. Thus we may expect a close parallel between the problem of §5 and the one to be considered now. Let D be a domain of connectivity w, w = l, with boundary components G, G, • • ■ , G>, a distinguished interior point P and an arc A given on the boundary component G. Let us denote by F(A, P; 7?) the class of functions/(z) regular and univalent in 77, satisfying \f(z)\ <R (7?>0) for zdD, carrying^ into an arc on \w\ =7? and such that f(P) =0 while \f(P) | has a prescribed value, say k. While the family F(A, P; R) depends on the value k chosen this dependence is essentially of a trivial nature and thus we do not exhibit it explicitly. We shall again seek to find a function in F(A, P; R) for which the length of the image of A is minimal.
The solution of this problem so closely parallels the work of §5 that we shall confine ourselves to a description of the results. The proofs are readily given on the same lines as the earlier ones, the only modification being that we are dealing with the modulus of a derivative being given at a point rather than the image of a boundary component being given. Considerations of this type were already treated by Grotzsch. First there is a value r0 such that for 2? with R>r0 the class F(A, P; 2?) is empty. The extremal function f(z, P, r0) maps D on the circle \w\ <r0 slit along the segment -r0<w^-q (ra>q>0) and along n -1 radial segments, the latter being the images of the boundary components C,-for i>l. The arc A corresponds to | w\ =r0 with its end points going into w= -r0, the complement of A on G goes into the segment -ra<w^-q described twice. The only functions in F(A, P; r0) are e'xf(z, P, r0), x real.
Next there is an interval r0>2?^ri (ro>''i) such that for 2? with r0>R-ri there is an extremal function/(z, P, R) in F(A, P; 2?) mapping G into | w\ =2? together with a segment -R<w^q(R), 2?^a(2?)>0, This is followed by an interval ri^2?^r2. This interval reduces to a point when n = 1 and may do so when n > 1 if D possesses certain special symmetry properties similar to those considered in §5. For 2? with ri^2?^r2
there is an extremal function/(z, P, 2?) in F(A, P;R) carrying G into \w\ =R. The arc A goes into the arc on \w\ =2? for whose points Reie, -^(2?) ^0^^(R) with 0 <1F(2?) <ir. The residual boundary components of D go into arcs on trajectories of the quadratic differential (w + ir(R))(w + R2/w(R))dw2/w2(w -7?ei*<i»)(w -2?cr>'*<*>) or into the union of several arcs on the closure of such trajectories for fi=^2? >r2. Here 2?^7t(2?) >0, the equality ir(R) =2? occurs only for 2? = ri. For R = ri the residual boundary components of D go into arcs on trajectories of the quadratic differential dw2/w(w -riei't(-r^)(w -rje-'*^). The function f(z, P, ri) differs from the function/i(z) in Theorem 1 only by a constant positive factor.
Next comes an interval r2^2?^r3.
This reduces to a point if and only if n = l. For 2? with ri^R^r3
there is an extremal function f(z, P, 2?) in F(A, P; 2?) carrying G onto \w\ =2?. The arc A goes into the arc on \w\ =2? for whose points Re", -^(2?) g0^*(2?) with 0<1F(2?)<x. For r2>R^r3
the residual boundary components go into arcs on trajectories of the quadratic differential (w -t(R))(w -R2/r(R))dw2/w2(w -Re{*(R))(w -2?e-i*(B)) or into the union of several arcs on the closure of such trajectories. Here 0<t(7?)=7? with t(R)=R occurring only for 7? = r3. Naturally/(z, P, r2) is the same as before.
Finally there is an interval r3 = R = r4. This reduces to a point if and only if « = 1. For 7? with r3 = 7?^r4 there is an extremal function f(z, P, R) in F(A, P; 7?) carrying G onto \w\ =R. The arc A goes into the arc on \w\ =7? for whose points Re", -^(7?) =0^(7?) with 0<^(7?) <ir. For r3>7?>r4 (when w^l) the residual boundary components go into arcs on trajectories of the quadratic differential -(w -Rei*'(-R))(w -Re-i-*,<-R'>)dw2/w2(w -7?e*'*(B))(w -j?cr**W) where ^(7?) >1F*(7?) >0. The function/(z, P, r3) is the same as before while f(z, P, r4) gives a canonical circular slit mapping for 77. The class F(A, P; 7?) is empty for 7?<r4.
Theorem 6. The class F(A, P; R) is empty for 7?>r0 and for 7?<r4. If f(z)dF(A, P; R), r0 = 7?^r4, maps A into an arc on \w\=R of length I then / = 27?^r(7?), equality occurring if and only if f(z) = e~ixf(z, P, R),x real. 9. We shall give now some applications of the preceding results to the case of a simply-connected domain which we take for simplicity to be the unit circle. This result was first proved by Komatu [13] using Lowner's parametric method, improving an earlier result due to Unkelbach [17; 18] . Once again the value of this bound increases as k increases thus it will be smallest for |/'(0)| =sin2 (//4). This gives | f(z) | = (1 + r)2 sin-2 (l/A)/2r -1 -{(1 + rY sin"4 (Z/4)/4r2 -(1 + r)2 sin-2(//4)/r} "2.
The statement concerning the upper bound for \f(z) \ is evident as is the fact that the bounds are best possible. 10. Finally we consider a problem in which a symmetrization has to be performed in the course of the proof. Consider the class F(A ; r, R), 0<r <1, of functions/(z), regular and univalent in the unit circle \z\ <1, satisfying /(0) =0,/(r) =r, \f(z) | <R (7?>0) and carrying the arc A on | z\ = 1 for whose pointse'9, -a^0 = a, 0<a<ir, into an arc on \w\ =7?. As before we will determine when F(A; r, R) is empty and, when it is not, we will determine the function in it for which the length of the image of A is smallest. It should be remarked that the analogous problem can be treated for a domain of connectivity w, wSil, with two distinguished interior points, with an arc given on one boundary component and having an appropriate symmetry property. While the more general problem has some interesting novel features we confine ourselves here to the case above for simplicity. and we denote it by/(z; r, 7?). As r decreases from 1 to sin2 (a/2), the corresponding value for 7? increases strictly monotonically from 1 to r{l + (l-r)2sin-2(a/2)/2r+((l-r)4sin-4(a/2)/4r2+(l-r)2sin-2(a/2)/r)1'2}.
We denote this latter quantity by B(r, a).
Lemma 10. The class F(A; r, 7?) is empty for 7?<1 and for R>B(r, a).
That F(A ; r, 7?) is empty for 7? < 1 follows at once by Schwarz's Lemma. To prove the other statement we consider the following module problem. Let T be the class of open arcs on \z\ <1 running from A back to A and separating z=r from z=0 and the complementary arc to A on \z\ =1. The subsidiary condition is that f p|<fc| = l, yCT.
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In the image of | z\ < 1 by w=f(z; r, B(r, a)) the extremal metric is given by \d{\ = K | w(w -r)(w -r^B^r, a)) \~112 \ dw \ lor a suitable constant K>0. Suppose there were a function/(z) in F(A; r, 2?) for R>B(r, a). Then in the image of \z\ <1 by/ the metric p\dw\ obtained by taking p(w) =K\w(w -r)(w -r~1B2(r, a))|_1/2 in \w\ ^B(r, a),p(w)=0 in B(r, a) < | w\ <R would be admissible for the transformed problem and give a value to the area at most equal to the module. Evidently p\ dw\ could not be the extremal metric in that image which provides the desired contradiction.
Let the function/(z; r, 2?) map A into the arc a(r, 2?) on | w\ =2? for whose points Re", -0(r, 2?) g0^0(r, R).
Lemma 11. If f(z)CF(A; r, R), lg2?^23(r, a), maps A into an arc on \w\ =2? of length I, then l^2R8(r, R), equality occurring if and only if f(z) =-/(*; r, R).
Slitting \z\ <1 from 0 to -1 along the negative real axis and from r to 1 along the positive real axis we obtain a simply-connected domain which becomes a quadrangle if we designate as one pair of opposite sides the two halves of A on which -a^0^0 and 0^0^a respectively. The module of this quadrangle for the class of open arcs joining this pair of opposite sides is evidently equal to the module defined by the module problem of Lemma 10. Let the image of this quadrangle by/(z) be denoted by P, its module by m(P). Let the quadrangle obtained from this by symmetrization according to the prescription given in Lemma 7 be denoted by P. Then the module of P corresponding to w(P) is strictly greater than m(P) unless/(z)=/(z; r, R) since, except in the latter case, P is not obtained from P by a rigid rotation.
The extremal metric for the module problem of Lemma 10 in the image of \z\ <1 by/(z; r, 2?) is given by K\ w + 11 | w(w -r)(w -r-T-R2)^ -ReiHr-R))(w -Re'"^-^) |->/21 dw\ for a suitable constant K>0. Suppose now we had l^2R0(r, R). Then the preceding metric would be admissible in the problem for determining the module of P which would then be at most equal to m(P). This shows that l>2R0(r, 2?) unless f(z)=f(z; r, R).
Theorem 9. The class F(A; r, 2?) is empty for 2?<1 and for R>B(r, a). For 2? with l^R^B(r, a) there is a unique extremal function f(z; r, 2?) minimizing the length of the image of A among functions in F(A; r, R).
In conclusion let us say that there are in addition to the problems solved or mentioned here a wide variety of interesting questions which can be treated by our methods. We have tried only to manifest a few representative problems to indicate the scope of these methods. Let us mention in particular that there are numerous corresponding results in which Steiner symmetrization rather than circular symmetrization intervenes.
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